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I. THE PROBLEM OF FAIR DIVISION-THE FINITE CASE 
Let X be an object (e.g., a cake) which has to be divided among n par- 
ticipants (players). The set Z of players is numbered from 1 to n. An 
ordered partition P = (A 1, AZ,..., A,) of X is considered to be a fair division 
if each player i receiving the part A, is “satisfied.” A simple and well-known 
method of realizing a fair division for two players is “for one to cut, the 
other to choose.” In this method each person can ensure that he receives at 
least a half of the cake according to his own evaluation, independently of 
what the other does. 
H. Steinhaus in 1944 (cf. [S]) asked whether a fair procedure could be 
found for dividing a cake among n participants for n > 2. He found a 
solution for n = 3 and Banach and Knaster (cf. [S]) showed that the 
solution for n = 2 can be extended to arbitrary n. Their division of the cake 
into n pieces is such that the ith piece is worth at least (l/n)th of the cake 
according to the measure of ith player. 
Let (X, &JX) be a measurable space and let p,, p*,,.., ,u~ be nonatomic 
probability measures defined on X. Each p, represents the individual 
evaluation of sets from aX. Suppose that crl, CQ,..., CI, are nonnegative num- 
bers with C:=, CY, = 1. We are interested in giving to each person i a part A, 
of X so that ,u~(A,) > ~1,. 
The well-known Lyapunov convexity theorem ([S]) states that the range 
of every nonatomic finite-dimensional vector measure is convex and com- 
pact. From this theorem Dubins and Spanier [2] derived the existence of 
fair division even with a stronger property: 
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THEOREM 1. There exists a measurable partition P= (A,,..., A,,) of X 
such that pLi( A,) = a, for all i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
II. THE PROBLEM OF FAIR DIVISION-THE INFINITE CASE 
Now we are interested in dividing an object X among infinite countable 
numbers of participants. The set N of participants is numbered by the set of 
positive integers. We assume that (X, gx) is a measurable space and 
pi, pz,..., are nonatomic probability measures defined on X. 
Let al, a*,..., be a sequence of nonnegative numbers with C,, N a, = 1. Let 
B denote the set of all gYmeasurable partitions P = (AJreN of X. Our aim 
is to answer the question: Does there exist a partition (a division) 
P= (Ai)tcN such that pI(A,) > a,? It is known that the Lyapunov convexity 
theorem fails for countably infinite-dimensional space (cf. [9, 1 1 ] ), and 
therefore Theorem 1 for countably many participants fails as well. Eisele 
[3] changing slightly the Lindenstrauss’ proof [7] of Lyapunov convexity 
theorem showed, under some additional assumptions, that the range of a 
countable dimensional measure as P = ( AJi, N ranges over .c’? is convex and 
weakly compact. For an application in Section III we repeat his proof in a 
slightly less general form: 
THEOREM 2. lf(pJLsN is a sequence of nonatomic measures with p,+ v 
for some finite measure v, then the set of all points in RN of the form 
P(P) = bl(Al)lraN, 
with P= (Al)reN ranging over 9, is convex and weakly compact. 
Sketch of the proof [3]. Set ~={((g,)~(L”(v))~,O<g~, and 
CIGN g, < 1 }. Y is convex and compact in the product topology of the 
weak-*-topology. 
The linear mapping M: 5Y -+ RN, M( g,) = (1 g, dp,),, N is continuous in 
this topology, since pl<v. Thus the proof will be completed if we show that 
M(~)=“(((Q,),.N:(B,),.NE~}) (1) 
(where 21 B, is the characteristic function of the set B,), because the first is 
convex and weakly compact. But “ 2 ” is obvious, so let (r,) E M(9). 
AC-‘{ (rr),c N} is a weakly compact convex subset of Y and, by the Krein- 
Milman theorem, it contains an extremal point (8,). If (g,) were not in the 
set on the right side of (l), then we could assume, without loss of 
generality, that there exist E > 0 and 
BE(Edgl,gzdl-c} with p,(B) > 0. 
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Since p1 and p2 are nonatomic, there are disjoint B,, B, c B with 
pI(BJ >O (i= 1,2). Applying the Lyapunov convexity theorem to cl2 IB, we 
find disjoint B,, B, 5 B, and as well as disjoint B,, B, 5 B2 with 
~2(B2, +,) = SP~(BA i, j= 1, 2. 
Let ~1, p with E > lcll + IpI > 0 satisfy 
and 
+I(&) - PI(BJ) = /WI(&) -PI(&)) 
h = a(Q E3 - Q EJ - m Bj - Q Es) f 0. 
Then p,(h) = p2(h) = 0 and thus 
(g,+h, g,Th, ~,Y..w-‘wJ 
contradicting the extremality of (gi). 
Thus “ c ” holds in ( 1) and the proof is complete. 
From Theorem 2 follows 
THEOREM 3. Let (P,),,~ be a sequence of nonatomic probability 
measures with p&v, where v is a finite measure, and let (~1,)~~~ be a 
sequence of nonnegative numbers with C, E N u, = 1. Then there exists a par- 
tition P= (A,)ieN, PEB so that 
PAA,) = u, for all ic N. (2) 
Proof: Let ~(9) be the set of all points p(P)= (P,(E,)),~,,,, where 
(Et)icN ~9’. It follows from Theorem 1 that there exist partitions 
P”= (E:LN o 9 satisfying 
(i) E:=f21 for all i>n+ 1, 
(ii) pI(E7) = CI,, i= 1, 2 ,..., n and 
~,z+l(E:+,)= l- i a,. 
I=1 
Obviously, ,a(P”)=(p,(E;) ,..., p,+,(E;+,),O,O ,...) converges to (c~~,c%~~...). 
Thus the weak compactness of ~(9) implies the existence of a partition 
P= (A,)ie~ satisfying (2), what completes the proof. 
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III. A COOPERATIVE GAME OF FAIR DIVISION 
WITH A COUNTABLE NUMBER OF PLAYERS 
Let N= { 1,2,...} be the set of players and 2N = {S z N, S # 0 } the set of 
coalitions. An N-person cooperative game with side payments (in the 
characteristic function form) is defined by any function u: 2N + R. An out- 
come of the game is a nonnegative additive set function x: 2N + R satisfy- 
ing 
x(N) = u(N). (3) 
If the inequality 
x(S) 2 u(S) for all SEAR (4) 
is also satisfied, then no coalition can profitably block x. The set of out- 
comes which satisfy both (3) and (4) is called the core. The core of the 
game v is denoted by C(u). 
Let6:2=+R + , where TE 2N, be a function with CSrr 6(S) 6 1 and such 
that the set {S c T, 6(S) # 0} is finite (cf. [ 1 ] ). Denote the set of all such 
functions by B(T). 
A game u is balanced if for all 6 E B(N) 
c 6(S) u(S) < u(N). 
SCN 
A game u is totally balanced if for all T G N and each 6 E B(T) 
1 6(S) u(S) 6 u(T). 
SLT 
It is clear that each totally balanced game is balanced. Schmeidler [lo] 
proved that C(u) is nonempty if and only if u is balanced. Kannai [4] 
showed that his result may be obtained directly from a general condition 
by Fan [6] for the existence of solutions of general systems of linear 
inequalities in normed spaces. 
In Section II we have considered the problem of existence of fair division 
for the countable set N of players. Now, we are interested in a secondary 
division: the players form coalitions to improve an initial division 
P= cAi)ze N. For this reason we introduce a cooperative game u as follows 
u(S)=sup c P,(K), u E,= u A,,E,nE,=@ 
i I E s 1bE.s I E s 
for i#j,E,EBx,isN ,SE~~. 
I 
(5) 
It could happen that u(S) = cc1 for an S G N. Therefore, together with the 
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assumptions in Theorem 3 we assume that the Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives (&/dv) are v-almost everywhere uniformly bounded, i.e., there 
exists an M > 0 such that 
It follows from Theorem 2 that we can replace “sup” in the definition (5) 
by “max”. 
THEOREM 4. Let (pJlcN be a sequence of nonatomic probability 
measures, where ,u, 4 v for some finite measure v, and let the Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives (dp,/dv) are v-almost everywhere uniformly bounded. Then the 
game defined by (5) is totally balanced, so v has the nonempty core. 
Proof: Let 6 E B(N). Denote by (Ef),, s, SE 2N the sets satisfying 
v(S)= c Pl(Ef) 
1c.s 
and ~sEf=,ijsA,,Ef~E,S=~ 
for i#j, SE2N. 
Define 
.L(x) = 1 w  Q y?(x), ieN. 
s31 
Now we verify that (fr)lsN E 9. Clearly, it suffices to show that C,, NJ, < 1. 
Suppose that for an x0 
Then, there exists an m E N such that 
f 1 48 Q&d > 1. 
r=l S3r 
On the other hand, however, 
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where the last inequality follows from the definition of 6 E B(N). The con- 
tradiction yields the result. 
Let T= { 1,2 ,..., n} E N. We have 
Hence 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2(l), that there exists a partition 
P = (Fi), E N such that 
Then 
and the balancedness of u is proved. Analogically, changing slightly the 
above proof it can be shown that for any U c N and for all 6 E B(U), 
1 6(S) u(S) <u(U). 
SSN 
The proof is complete. 
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